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Quantity precommitmentand Bertrand
competitionyield Cournot outcomes
David M. Kreps*
and
Jose A. Scheinkman**

Bertrand'smodel of oligopoly,whichgives perfectlycompetitiveoutcomes,assumes that.
(1) thereis competitionoverprices and (2) productionfollows the realizationof demand.
Weshowthatbothof these assumptionsare required.Moreprecisely,considera two-stage
oligopolygame where,first, thereis simultaneousproduction,and, second,afterproduction
levelsare madepublic,thereis pricecompetition.Undermild assumptionsaboutdemand,
the uniqueequilibriumoutcomeis the Cournotoutcome.This illustratesthat solutionsto
oligopolygames dependon both the strategicvariablesemployedand the context (game
form) in whichthose variablesare employed.

1. Introduction
* Since Bertrand's (1883) criticism of Cournot's (1838) work, economists have come
to realize that solutions to oligopoly games depend critically on the strategic variables that
firms are assumed to use. Consider, for example, the simple case of a duopoly where each
firm produces at a constant cost b per unit and where the demand curve is linear,
p = a - q. Cournot (quantity) competition yields equilibrium price p = (a + 2b)/3, while
Bertrand (price) competition yields p = b.
In this article, we show by example that there is more to Bertrand competition than
simply "competition over prices." It is easiest to explain what we mean by reviewing the
stories associated with Cournot and Bertrand. The Cournot story concerns producers who
simultaneously and independently make production quantity decisions, and who thenbring
what they have produced to the market, with the market price being the price that equates
the total supply with demand. The Bertrand story, on the other hand, concerns producers
who simultaneously and independently name prices. Demand is allocated to the low-price
producer(s),who thenproduce (up to) the demand they encounter. Any unsatisfied demand
goes to the second lowest price producer(s), and so on.
There are two differences in these stories: how price is determined (by an auctioneer
in Cournot and by price "competition" in Bertrand), and when production is supposed
to take place. We demonstrate here that the Bertrand outcome requires both price competition and production after demand determination. Specifically, consider the following
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game between expected profit maximizingproducers:In a first stage, producersdecide
independentlyand simultaneouslyhow muchthey will produce,and this productiontakes
place. They then bringthese quantitiesto market,each learnshow much the other produced, and they engage in Bertrand-likeprice competition: They simultaneouslyand
independentlyname pricesand demandis allocatedin Bertrandfashion,with the proviso
that one cannot satisfymore demand than one producedfor in the firststage.
In this two-stagegame, it is easy to produceone equilibrium.Let each firm choose
the Cournotquantity.If each firm does so, each subsequentlynames the Cournotprice.
If, on the other hand, eitherchooses some quantityother than the Cournotquantity,its
rivalnames pricezero in the second stage.Since any defectionin the firststagewill result
in one facing the demand residualfrom the Cournot quantity, and since the Cournot
quantityis the best responseto this residualdemand function, this is clearlyan equilibrium. What is somewhatmore surprisingis that (for the very special parameterization
above and for a largeclass of other symmetricparameterizations)
the Cournotoutcome
is the unique equilibriumoutcome. Moreover,there is a perfectequilibriumthat yields
this outcome. (The strategiesabove constitute an imperfectequilibrium.)This note is
devoted to the establishmentof these facts.
One way to interpretthis result is to see our two-stagegame as a mechanism to
generateCournot-likeoutcomes that dispenseswith the mythicalauctioneer.In fact, an
equivalentway of thinkingabout our game is as follows: Capacitiesare set in the first
stage by the two producers.Demand is then determinedby Bertrand-likeprice competition, and productiontakes place at zero cost, subjectto capacityconstraintsgenerated
by the first-stagedecisions. It is easy to see that given capacitiesfor the two producers,
equilibriumbehaviorin the second, Bertrand-like,stage will not always lead to a price
that exhaustscapacity.But when those given capacitiescorrespondto the Cournotoutput
levels, in the second stage each firm names the Cournotprice. And for the entire game,
fixing capacitiesat the Cournot output levels is the unique equilibriumoutcome. This
yields a more satisfactorydescriptionof a game that generatesCournot outcomes. It is
this languagethat we shall use subsequently.
This reinterpretationin terms of capacitiessuggestsa variantof the game, in which
both capacitycreation (before price competition and realizationof demand) and production (to demand)are costly. Our analysiseasily generalizesto this case, and we state
resultsfor it at the end of this article.
Our intentionin puttingforwardthis exampleis not to give a model that accurately
portraysany importantduopoly.(We are both on recordas contendingthat "reality"has
more than one, and quite probablymore than two, stages,and that multiperiodeffects
greatlychangethe outcomes of duopoly games.) Our intention instead is to emphasize
that solutionsto oligopoly games depend on both the strategicvariablesthat firms are
assumedto employand on the context(gameform)in whichthose variablesareemployed.
The timing of decisionsand informationreceptionare as importantas the natureof the
decisions.It is witlessto arguein the abstractwhetherCournotor Bertrandwas correct;
this is an empiricalquestion or one that is resolvedonly by looking at the details of the
context within which the competitiveinteractiontakes place.

2. Model formulation
* We considertwo identicalfirmsfacinga two-stagecompetitivesituation.These firms
produce perfectlysubstitutablecommodities for which the marketdemand function is
given by P(x) (priceas a functionof quantityx) and D(p) = P`(p) (demandas a function
of pricep).
The two-stagecompetitionrunsas follows.At the firststage,the firmssimultaneously
and independentlybuildcapacityfor subsequentproduction.Capacitylevel x means that
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up to x units can be producedsubsequentlyat zero cost. The cost to firm i of (initially)
installingcapacitylevel xi is b(xi).
Afterthis firststage,each firmlearnshow much capacityits opponentinstalled.Then
the firms simultaneouslyand independentlyname prices Pi chosen from the interval
[0, P(O)].If PI < P2, then firm 1 sells
z=

(1)

min (xi, D(p1))

units of the good at pricep, (and at zero additionalcost), for a net profitofp1z1 - b(x1).
< P2, firm 2 sells

And if p1

Z2=

min (x2, max (0, D(p2) - x1))

units at priceP2 for a net profit of P2Z2Finally,if P2 = Pl, then firm i sells

z = min (x, Dp) + max D(p? ) -

(2)

x2). If P2 < Pl, symmetric formulas apply.

xi)) =

min (xi, max ( 2

D(pj) -X))

(3)

at price Pi, for net profits equal to pizi - b(xi). (In (3), and for the remainder of the article,

subscriptj means not i. Note the use of the capacityand subsequentproductionterminology.)

Eachfirm seeks to maximizethe expectationof its profits,and the above structure
is common knowledge between the firms. At this point the reader will notice the particular

rationingrule we chose. Customersbuy first from the cheapest supplier,and income
effectsare absent.(Alternatively,this is the rationingrule that maximizesconsumersurplus. Its use is not innocuous-see Beckmann(1965) and Levitanand Shubik(1972).)
The followingassumptionsare made:
Assumption1. The functionP(x) is strictlypositiveon some boundedinterval(0, X), on
whichit is twice-continuouslydifferentiable,strictlydecreasing,and concave. For x 2 X,
P(X) = 0.
Assumption2. The cost function b, with domain [0, oo) and range [0, oo), is twicecontinuouslydifferentiable,convex, and satisfiesb(O)= 0 and b'(0) > 0. To avoid trivialities, b'(O)< P(O)-production at some level is profitable.

3. Preliminaries: Cournot competition
* Before analyzing the two-stage competition formulated above, it will be helpful to
have on hand some implications of the assumptions and some facts about Cournot competition between the two firms. Imagine that the firms engage in Cournot competition
with (identical) cost function c. Assume that c is (as b), twice-continuously differentiable,
convex, and nondecreasing on [0, oo). Note that from Assumption 1, for every y < D(O)
the function x
xP(x + y) - c(x) is strictly concave on [0, y - x). Define
-

rc(y) = argmax xP(x + y) - c(x).
OsxsX-y

That is, rc(y) is the optimal responsefunction in Cournot competition if one's rival puts
y on the market. It is the solution in x of
P(x + y) + xP'(x + y) - c'(x) = 0.

(4)

Lemma 1. (a) For every c as above, rc is nonincreasingin y, and rc is continuously
differentiableand strictlydecreasingover the rangewhere it is strictlypositive.
(b) r't2-1, with strict inequalityfor y such that rc(y)> 0, so that x + rc(x)is nondecreasingin x.
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(c) If c and d are two cost functions such that c' > d', then rc < rd.
(d) If y > rc(y), then rc(rc(y)) < y.
Proof. (a) For any y, we have
P(rC(y) + y) + rJ(y)P'(rJ(y) + y)

-

c'(rc(y)) = 0.

Increase y in the above equation while leaving rc(y) fixed. This decreases the (positive)
first term and decreases the second (it becomes more negative). Thus the concavity of
xP(x + y) - c(x) in x implies that, to restore equality, we must decrease rc(y). Where P
is strictly positive, the decrease in rc(y) must also be strict. And the differentiability of rc
follows in the usual fashion from the smoothness of P and c.
For (b), increase y by h and decrease rc(y) by h in the equation displayed above. The
first (positive) term stays the same, the second increases (becomes less negative), and the
third increases. Thus the left-hand side, at y + h and rc(y) - h, is positive. The strict
concavity of the profit function ensures, therefore, that rc(y + h) > rc(y) - h (with the
obvious qualifications about values y for which rc(y) = 0).
For (c) and (d), arguments similar to (b) are easily constructed.
Because of (d), the picture of duopoly Cournot competition is as in Figure 1. For
every cost function c, there is a unique Cournot equilibrium, with each firm bringing
forward some quantity x*(c). Moreover, for c and d as in part (c) of the lemma, it is clear
that x*(c) < x*(d). In the next section, the case where c is identically zero plays an
important role. To save on subscripts and arguments, we shall write r(y) for ro(y) and x*
for x*(O). Also, we shall write R(y) for r(y)P(r(y) + y), the revenue associated with the
best response to y when costs are identically zero.

FIGURE 1
THE PICTURE OF COURNOT COMPETITION UNDER THE ASSUMPTIONS
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(The astute reader will notice that the analysis to follow does not require the full
power of Assumptions 1 and 2. All that is really required is that, for each y < D(O), the
functions x
xP(x + y) - b(x) and x
xP(x + y) are strictly quasi-concave
(on (0, X - y)), and that rh and r appear as in Figure 1. The former does require that
p
pD(p) is strictly concave where it is positive, but this is not quite sufficient. In any
event, we shall continue to proceed on the basis of the assumptions given, as they do
simplify the arguments that follow.)
-

-

-

4. The capacity-constrained

subgames

* Suppose that in the first stage the firms install capacities xi and x2, respectively.
Beginning from the point where (xI, x2) becomes common knowledge, we have a proper
subgame (using the terminology of Selten (1965)). We call this the (x,, x2) capacityconstrained subgame-it is simply the Edgeworth (1897) "constrained-capacity" variation
on Bertrandcompetition. It is not a priori obvious that each capacity-constrained subgame
has an equilibrium, as payoffs are discontinuous in actions. But it can be shown that the
discontinuities are of the "right" kind. For subgames where x1 = x2, the existence of a
subgame equilibrium is established by Levitan and Shubik (1972) in cases where demand
is linear and marginal costs are constant. Also for the case of linear demand and constant
marginal costs, Dasgupta and Maskin (1982) establish the existence of subgame equilibria
for all pairs of x, and x2, and their methodology applies to all the cases that we consider.
(We shall show how to "compute" the subgame equilibria below.)
The basic fact that we wish to establish is that for each (x , x2), the associated subgame
has unique expected revenues in equilibrium. (It is very probably true that each subgame
has a unique equilibrium, but we do not need this and shall not attempt to show it.)
Moreover, we shall give formulas for these expected revenues.
For the remainder of this section, fix a pair of capacities (xi, x2) and an equilibrium
for the (x,, x2) subgame. Let f-tbe the supremum of the support of the prices named by
firm i; that is, ft, = inf {p:firm i names less than p with probability one}. And let pi be
the infimum of the support. Note that if mini xi ? D(O), then, as in the usual Bertrand
game with no capacity constraints, p-j= pi = 0. And if mini xi = 0, we have the monopoly
case. Thus we are left with the case where 0 < mini xi < D(O).
Lemma 2. For each i, pi

?

P(xI + x2).

Proof By naming a price p less than P(xI + x2), firm i nets at most pxi. By naming
P(x, + x2), firm i nets at worst P(xI + x2)(x, + x2 - x) = P(x1 + x2)xi.

Lemma 3. If P-1=
pi =i

ft2

and each is named with positive probability, then

= P(xI + x2)

and

xi < r(x1), for

both

i=1

and

i = 2.

Proof Supposethatp, = 12 and each is chargedwith positiveprobability.Withoutloss of
generality, assume xi 2 x2, and suppose that p, = P2 > P(xI + X2). By naming a price
slightly less than p,, firm 1 strictly improves its revenues over what it gets by naming p,.
(With positive probability, it sells strictly more, while the loss due to the lower price is
small.) Thus 51 = 12 ' P(xI + X2). By Lemma 2, we know that Pi = Pi = P(xI + X2) for
i= 1, 2.
By naming a higher price p, firm i would obtain revenue (D(p) - x)p, or, letting
=
x D(p) - x>, xP(x + x>). This is maximized at x = r(x1), so that were r(xj) < xi, we

would not have an equilibrium.
Lemma 4. If xi < r(x1) for i = 1, 2, then a (subgame)equilibriumis for each firm to
name P(x1 + x2) with probability one.
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Proof. The proof of Lemma 3 shows that naming a price greater than P(x, + x2) will not
profit either firm in this case. (Recall that xP(x + xj) is strictly concave.) And there is
no incentive to name a lower price, as each firm is selling its full capacity at the equilibrium price.
Lemma 5. Suppose that either PfI>
probability. Then:

fi2,

or that -l1=

fi2

and P-2is not named with positive

(a) f-1 = P(r(x2) + x2) and the equilibrium revenue of firm 1 is R(x2);
(b) xi > r(x2);
(c) PI = P2, and neither is named with positive probability;
(d) xI ? x2; and
(e) the equilibrium revenue of firm 2 is uniquely determined by (xl, x2) and is at least
(x2/x1)R(x2)and at most R(x2).
Proof. For (a) and (b): Consider the function
_(p) = p. [min (xl, max (0, D(p)

-

X2

In words, ,(p) is the revenue accrued by firm 1 if it names p and it is undersold by its
rival. Under the hypothesis of this lemma, firm 1, by naming p,1, nets precisely _(pI), as
it is certain to be undersold. By naming any price p > p,, firm 1 will net precisely _(p).
If firm 1 names a price p < p,, it will net at least ~(p).Thus, if we have an equilibrium,
_(p) must be maximized at p.
We must dispose of the case X2 ? D(O). Since (by assumption) D(O) > mini xi,
x2 2 D(O)would imply D(O)> xl. Thus, in equilibrium, firm 2 will certainly obtain strictly
positive expected revenue. And, therefore, in equilibrium, 12 > 0. But then firm 1 must
obtain strictly positive expected revenue. And if x2 ? D(O), then '(p31) = 0. That is,
x2 > D(O) is incompatible with the hypothesis of this lemma.
In maximizing _(p), one would never choose p such that D(p) - X2 > xI or such
that D(p) < x2. Thus, the relevant value of p lies in the interval [P(xl + x2), P(x2)]. For
each p in this interval, there is a corresponding level of x, namely x(p) = D(p) - x2, such
that ,(p) = x(p)P(x(p) + x2). Note that x(p) runs in the interval [0, x,]. But we know
that
argmax x(p)P(x(p) + x2) = r(x2) A x1,
x(P)E[O,X1 1

by the strict concavity of xP(x + x2). If the capacity constraint x, is binding (even weakly),
then pI = P(x, + x2), and Lemma 2 implies that we are in the case of Lemma 3, thus
contradicting the hypothesis of this lemma. Hence it must be the case that the constraint
does not bind, or r(x2) < x, (which is (b)), p, = P(r(x2) + x2), and the equilibrium revenue
of firm 1 is R(x2) (which is (a)).
For (c): Suppose that pi < pj. By naming pi, firm i nets pi(D(pi) A xi). Increasing
this to any level p E (pi, p1) nets p(D(p) A xi). Thus, we have an equilibrium only if
D(pi) < xi and pi is the monopoly price. (By the strict concavity of xP(x), moving from
pi in the direction of the monopoly price will increase revenue on the margin.) That is,
pi = P(r(O)). But pi < pI = P(r(x2) + x2) < P(r(O)), which would be a contradiction. Thus
Pi = P2. We denote this common value by p in the sequel. This is the first part of (c).
-For
the second part of (c), note first that p > P(x, + x2). For if p = P(xI + x2), then
by naming (close to) p, firm 1 would make at most P(xI + x2)x,. Since x, > r(x2) and
the equilibrium revenue of firm 1 is R(x2), this is impossible.
Suppose that the firm with (weakly) less capacity named p with positive probability.
Then the firm with higher capacity could, by naming a price slightly less than p, strictly
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increase its expected revenue. (It sells strictly more with positive probability, at a slightly
lower price.) Thus, the firm with weakly less capacity names p with zero probability. Since
p is the infimum of the support of the prices named by the lower capacity firm, this firm
must therefore name prices arbitrarilyclose to and above p. But if its rival named p with
positive probability, the smaller capacity firm would do better (since p > P(xI + x2)) to
name a price just below p than it would to name a price just above p. Hence, neither
firm can name p with positive probability.
For (d) and (e): By (c), the equilibrium revenue of firm i must be p(D(p) A xi). We
know thatp < p, = P(x2 + r(x2)), so that D(p) > D(P(x2 + r(x2))) = x2 + r(x2) and thus
D(p) > x2. Hence, firm 2 certainlygets px2 in equilibrium.Firm 1 gets no more than

pxl, so that the bounds in part (e) are establishedas soon as (d) is shown.
Supposethat x2> xI. Then D(p) > xl, and firm l's equilibrium revenue is pxl. We
already know that it is also R(x2), so that we would have p = R(x2)/xI, and firm 2
nets R(x2)x2/xl.By naming price P(r(xl) + xl) (>pl - P(r(x2) + x2)), firm 2 will net
R(xl). We shall have a contradiction,therefore, if we show that x, > r(x2) implies
x,R(xl)

>

x2R(x2).
= xR(x) = xr(x)P(r(x) + x). We have

Let 0(x)
0'(x)

=

r(x)P(r(x) + x) + xr'(x)P(r(x) + x) + xr(x)P'(r(x) + x)(r'(x) + 1)

= (r(x) - x)P(r(x) + x) + x(r'(x) + 1)(P(r(x) + x) + r(x)P'(r(x) + x)).

The last term is zero by the definitionof r(x), so that we have
0'(x)

Thus x2R(x2)

-

x,R(xl)

=

0(x2)

=

-

(r(x) - x)P(r(x) + x).
0(xI)

=

fX2

Xi

(r(x)

-

x)P(r(x) + x)dx. The integrand

is positive for x < x* and strictlynegativefor x > x*. We would like to show that the
integralis negative,so that the worst case (in terms of our objective)is that in which
x, < x* and x2 is as small as possible.Since x, > r(x2), for every x, < x* the worst case
is wherex2 is just a bit largerthan r-'(xl). We shall thus have achievedour objective(of
contradicting x2> xI, by showing that the integral above is strictly negative) if we show
that for all x < x*, 0(x) - 0(r-'(x)) 2 0.
But 0(x) - 0(r-'(x)) = xr(x)P(x + r(x)) - r-'(x)xP(r-'(x) + x). This is nonnegative
if and only if r(x)P(x + r(x)) - r-'(x)P(r-'(x) + x) 2 0, which is certainlytrue, since r(x)
is the best response to x.
Lemma 6. If x, 2 X2 and x,

> r(x2), there is a (mixed strategy) equilibrium for the
in
the
and conclusions of Lemma 5 hold. Moreover,this
all
which
conditions
subgame
equilibriumhas the followingproperties.Eachfirmnamespricesaccordingto continuous

and strictly increasing distribution functions over an (coincident) interval, except that
firm 1 names the uppermost price with positive probability whenever x, > x2. And if

we let Ti(p) be the probabilitydistributionfunction for the strategyof firm i, then
P(P)' T2(P): firm l's strategystochasticallydominatesthe strategyof firm2, with strict
inequalityif x, > x2.
Remarks. The astute readerwill note that the firstsentence is actuallya corollaryto the

previouslemmas and to the (as yet unproven)assertionthat everysubgamehas an equilibrium.The actual constructionof an equilibriumis unnecessaryfor our later analysis,
and the casual readermay wish to omit it on first reading.It is, however,of sufficient
independentinterestto warrantpresentation.In the courseof this construction,we obtain
the secondpartof the lemma,whichis also noteworthy.At firstglance,it mightbe thought
that firm 1, having the largercapacity,would profit more by undersellingits rival, and
thereforeit would name the (stochastically)lowerprices.But (as is usualwith equilibrium
logic)this is backwards:Eachfirmrandomizesin a waythatkeepsthe otherfirmindifferent
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among its strategies. Because firm 1 has the larger capacity, firm 2 is more "at risk" in

terms of being undersold,and thus firm 1 must be "less aggressive."
Proof Refer to Figure2. There are five functions depicted there:pD(p), p(D(p) -x2),
p(D(p) - xl), pxl, and px2. Note that:
(i) pxI = p(D(p) - x2) and px2 = p(D(p) - x,) at the same point, namely
P(x1 + X2)-

(ii) pxl = pD(p) at the point where p(D(p) - xl) vanishes, and similarly for 2.
(iii) The first three functions are maximized at P(r(O)), P(r(x2) + x2), and
P(r(xl) + xi), respectively.

(iv) BecauseP is concave, the firstthree functionsare strictlyconcave on the range
where they are positive. And every ray from the origin of the form px crosses each of
these three functionsat most once. (The latter is a simple consequenceof the fact that
D(p) is decreasing.)
Now find the value p = P(r(x2) + x2). This is p, . Follow the horizontal dashed line
back to the function p(D(p) A xl). We have drawn this intersection at a point p where
D(p) > xl, but we have no guaranteethat this will happen. In any event, the level of p

at this intersectionis p. Follow the verticaldashedline down to the ray px2. The height
Px2 will be the equilibriumrevenue of firm 2. Note that even if the first intersection
occurred at a point where x, > D(p), this second intersection would be at a level p where
D(p)> x2, since X2= D(p) at P(x2), which is to the rightof P(r(x2) + x2). Also, note that
these intersectionsoccur to the rightof P(xl + x2), since R(x2) > xIP(x, + x2).
Supposethat firm 1 chargesa pricep E [p, p,]. If we assume that firm 2 does not

chargethis pricep with positive probability,then the expectedrevenueto firm 1 is
E,(p) = U2(p)p(D(p)
where

b2

-

x2) + (1 -

2(p))p(D(p) A xl),

is the distribution function of firm 2's strategy. A similar calculation for firm

2 yields
E2(p) = 4 ,(p)p[max (D(p)

-

(Note that for p E [p, p,], we know that D(p)

xi, 0)] + (1 - 4b1(p))px2.
- X2 > O.)

Solve the equations E,(p) = R(x2) (=p(D(p) A xi)) and E2(p) = px2 in
?,(p), calling the solutions T2(p) and 'I(p), respectively. Note that:

42(P)

and

(v) Both functionsare continuous and begin at level zero.
FIGURE 2
DETERMINING THE SUBGAME EQUILIBRIUM
REVENUE, R

R(x2)
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(vi) The function "P2(P)is strictlyincreasingand has value one at -1. To see this,
note thatp(D(p) - x2) is gettingcloserto, andp(D(p) A xi) is gettingfurtherfrom,R(x2)
as p increases.And R(x2) = p -(D( -)-x2).
(vii) The function TI(p) is strictlyincreasing,everywhereless than or equal to one,
and strictlyless than one if xl > x2 . (If x, = x2, then it is identicalto "A2(P).) To see this,
note first that for p 2 P(xl), 'I1(p) = 1 - p/p. And for values of p in the range
p < p < P(x,), we have R(x2) = pxl, and, thus,
(P

)-

p(D(p)

-

P)X2

- x-x2)

and
(p - p)x,
- x-

2(P)- p(D(p)
2(P)

x2)

That is, forp betweenp and P(xl), '' = x2I2/x1. Noting step (vi), the resultis obvious.
(viii) I"(p) < T2(P) for all p. This is immediate from the argumentabove for p in
the rangep < p < P(x,). For p 2 P(x,), note that pD(p) is recedingfrom R(x2) more
quickly than px2 is receding from px2 [since p(D(p) - x2) is still increasing],and
p(D(p) - x2) is increasing,hence approachingR(x2) more quickly than the constant
functionzero is approachingpx2.
(ix) px2 2 R(x,). To see this, note firstthat px, 2 R(x2). Thus px2 ? x2R(x2)/xI . To
X
get the desiredresult,then, it sufficesto showthatR(x) < x2R(x2)/x , or x,R(xl) x2R(X2)
(with strictinequalityif xi > x2.) Recall that xi > x2. If x2 2 x*, then the resultfollows
(r(x) - x)P(r(x) + x)dx. If x2 < x*, then
easilyfromthe formulax,R(xl)- x2R(x2) = Jx'
X2
x2> r(x,) (since (xl > r(x2)),and the argumentfrom the previouslemma applies.
Puttingall these points together,we see that we have an equilibriumof the desired
type if firm 1 names prices accordingto the distribution'I, and firm 2 names them
accordingto "'2. Each firm is (by construction)indifferentamong those strategiesthat
FIGURE 3
THE DIFFERENT TYPES OF SUBGAME EQUILIBRIA
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are in the supportof their (respective)distributionfunctions.The levels of p, and p are
selected so that firm 1 has no incentive to name a price above the first or below the
second. Since firm 2 gets no more than R(xl), it has no incentiveto go abovep,1;neither
(by construction)will it gain by naminga price below p.
Since the constructionof the equilibriumtook us ratherfar afield of our main objective, we end this sectionby compilingthe resultsestablishedabove that are important
to subsequentanalysis:
Proposition1. (Refer to Figure 3.) In terms of the subgameequilibria,there are three
regionsof interest.
(a) If xi < r(x,) for both i = 1 and i = 2 (which is labelled as region I in Figure 3), the

uniqueequilibriumhasbothfirmsnamingpriceP(x, + x2)withcertainty.The equilibrium
revenuesare, therefore,x,P(xI + x2) for firm i.
(b) If xI 2 X2and xl > r(x2) (labelledregion IIA in Figure3), then, in equilibrium,firm
1 has expectedrevenueR(x2),and firm2 has expectedrevenuedeterminedby (xl, x2) and
somewherebetweenR(x2) and x2R(x2)/xI.If x2 < D(O),the equilibriumis the randomized
one constructedin Lemma6; if x2- D(O),both firmsnet zero and name price zero with
certainty.
(c) If x2 ? xl and x2> r(xl) (labelledregionIIB in Figure3), then, in equilibrium,firm
2 has expectedrevenueR(xl), and firm 1 has expectedrevenuedeterminedby (xl, x2) and
somewherebetweenR(xl) and x,R(xl)/x2. Similarremarksapplyconcerningxl ? D(O)as
appearin (b).
(d) The expectedrevenuefunctionsare continuousfunctionsof xl and x2.

4. Equilibria in the full game
* We can now show that in the full game there is a unique equilibriumoutcome. We
state this formally:
Proposition2. In the two-stagegame, there is a unique equilibriumoutcome, namely the
Cournot outcome: xi =

X2 =

x*(b), and Pi

= P2

P(2x*(b)).

=

Proof.The propositionis establishedin four steps.
Step 1:preliminaries.Considerany equilibrium.As partof this equilibriumfirmi chooses
capacityaccordingto some probabilitymeasure Aiwith supportSi C R. Let us denote
by bi(x1, x2) the (possiblymixed) strategyused by firm i in the (xl, x2) subgame.Except
for a ,A X , null subsetof SI X 52, 4i(xI, X2) must be an optimal responseto b,(x1, x2).
That is, Qi = {(Xl, X2): 4i(XI, X2) is an optimal response to 41(xl, x2)} is such that
= 1. (For subgameperfectequilibriaQfln Q2=
R2, but we do not wish
(A1 X t2)(QIf nQ2)
to restrictattentionto such equilibria.)In particular,if E(xi) = {xj :(xI, X2) E Ql n Q2}
and Xi = {xi E Si:Au(E(xi))= 1}, then i,(X,i)= 1. Let 7ridenote the expected profit of
firm i in this equilibriumand lri(xi) the expected profit when capacity xi is built. If
Xi = {xi E Xi:7ri(xi)= 7ri},then again,Ai(Xi)= 1. Let x-iand xi denote the supremumand
infimum of Xi. Becausethe subgameequilibriumrevenue functions are continuous in
xl and x2, and becauserevenuesare boundedin any event, xl and xi must yield expected
profit 7riif firm j uses its equilibriumquantity strategyA,i and firms subsequentlyuse
subgameequilibriumprice strategies.
Assume (without loss of generality) that xl

X2.

Step 2: xl 2 rb(x2). Supposecontrariwisethat xl < rb(x2). For everyxl < xl, the subgame
equilibriumrevenueof firm 2, if it installscapacityx2, is x2P(xI + x2). That is,
=

fr'

(x2P(x_+ x?2) -

I \
- _,(
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If firm 2 increases its capacity slightly, to say, x2 + E, where it remains true that
x, < rb(x2+ e), then the worst that can happen to firm 2 (for each level of xi) is that
firm 2 will net (X2 + )P(xI + x2 + E)- b(-X2 + e). Since for all x, < -, x2 + e < rb(x1),
it follows that (x2 + )P(xI + x2 + E) - bCX2+ E) > x2P(xI + x2)- b(x2), and this
variationwill raisefirm 2's profitsabove 7r2. This is a contradiction.
Suppose contrariwisethat x, > rb(x2).By buildingx,, firm 1 nets
revenue(as a functionof x2) R(x2) ifxl > r(x2) and xIP(x, + x2) if xI< r(x2), assuming
that a subgameequilibriumensues. That is,
Step 3: x1

7r=

< rb(x2).

(R(x2)(r- I((Xl ),X2]

b(x-1))u2(dx2)

+

f
[2,r-

1(l)

(I P(x, + x2) - b(x1))k12(dx2). (5)

Considerwhat happensto firm l's expectedprofitsif it lowers its capacityfrom x
to just a bit less-say, to x, -

E,

where x, -

e

> rb(x2). Then the worst that can happen

to firm 1 is that firm 2 (afterinstallingcapacityaccordingto /L2) names price zero. This
would leave firm 1 with residualdemand D(p) - X2 (wherex2 < x2). Firm 1 can still
accruerevenueR(x2) if ,-eC > r(x2) and (, - E)P(x2 + x - e) otherwise.Thus, the
expectedprofitsof firm 1 in this variationare at least
(R(x2)- b(x-,--ENAdX2)

T

((X - E)P(X2 + Xl -

+ f
[x2,rr(Xt

E)- b(x,I -

E))12(dx2).

(6)

-i))

We shall completethis step by showingthat for small enough E,(6) exceeds (5), thereby
contradictingthe assumption.
The difference(6) minus (5) can be analyzed by breakingthe integralsinto three
intervals: [r-'(x,

-

E),

x2I,

[x2,

r-'(x-)], and (r-'(x,), r E'G* - e)). Over the first interval,

the differencein integrandsis
(R(x2)-

b(x.,)) - (R(x2)

-b(x-e))

=

Eb'(x,) + o(E).

Note well that b'(x,) is strictlypositive. Over the second interval,the differencein integrandsis
((,-

E)P(,-

E + X2) -b(

I

))-(

P(

I + X2) -dX))
= E(b'(xi) -

x,P'(x,)

- P(x, + x2)) + 0(E).

Herethe termpremultipliedby E is strictlypositiveexcept possiblyat the lowerboundary
(whereit is nonnegative),since by step 2, x,1 rb(x2) ? rb(x2). Overthe thirdinterval,the
difference in the integrands is no more than O(E), because of the continuity of
xP(x + x2) - b(x).Thus as E goes to zero, the integralover the firstintervalwill be strictly
positive O(E)if ;2 puts any mass on (r-'(x), x2]. The integralover the second interval
will be strictlypositiveO(E)if,.2 puts any mass on (rd'(s),r-'(x,)]. The integralover the
thirdintervalmustbe o(E),since it is the integralof a term O(E)integratedover a vanishing
interval. The hypothesis x > r-( ) implies that /12 puts positive mass on either
(rq'(xI), r'(x,)] or on (r-'(x), x2] (or both). Hence for small enough E, the difference

between (6) and (5) will be strictlypositive. This is the desiredcontradiction.
Step 4. The rest is easy. Steps2 and 3 imply thatx, = rb(x2) = rb(x2), and hence that firm
2 uses a pure strategyin the firstround. But then firm l's best responsein the firstround
is the pure strategyrb(x2).And firm 2's strategy,which must be a best responseto this,
must satisfy x2 = rb(xl) = rb(rb(x2)).This implies that x2 = x*(b), and, therefore,
xi = rb(x*(b)) = x*(b). Finally,the two firmswill each name priceP(2x*(b)) in the second

round (as long as both firms producex*(b) in the first round, which they will do with
probabilityone); this follows immediatelyfrom Step 1 and Proposition 1.
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0

* When b 0 it is easy to check that the Cournotoutcome is an equilibrium.In this
case, however,thereare otherequilibriaas well. If imperfectequilibriaare counted,then
one equilibriumhas x, = x2 = D(O)(or anythinglarger)and p, P2 0. Note well that
each firm names price zero regardlessof what capacitiesare installed.This is clearlyan
equilibrium,but it is imperfect,becauseif, say, firm 1 installeda small capacityand the
subgameequilibriumensued, each would make positive profits.
Thereare also otherperfectequilibria,althoughit takesa bit more workto establish
them. Let x, 2 D(O).If firm 2 installscapacitygreaterthan D(O),it will net zero profits
(assuming a subgame equilibrium follows). If it installs x2 < D(O), then its profits
(in a perfect equilibrium) are p (x2)x2, where p (x2) < p(O) solves the equation
p(x2)D(p(x2))= R(x2). Hence, in any perfectequilibriumwhere xi 2 D(O), x2 must be
selectedto maximizep(x2)x2= R(x2)x2/D(p(x2)).The numeratorin the last expression
is increasingfor x2 < x* and is decreasingthereafter.(See the proof of Lemma 5.) And
as p(x2)decreasesin x2, the denominatorincreasesin x2. Thus, the maximizingx2 is less
than x*. But as long as firm 2 chooses capacityless than x*, the best revenue (in any
subgameequilibrium)that firm 1 can hope to achieve is R(x2),which it achieves with
any x, 2 D(0). Thus, we have a perfectsubgameequilibriumin which firm 1 chooses
xi > D(0) and firm 2 chooses x2 to maximizep(x2)x2.

6. When both capacity and production are costly
* In a slightlymore complicatedversionof this game, both capacity(which is installed
beforepricesare named and demandis realized)and production(whichtakes place after
demandis realized)would be costly. Assumingthat each of these activitieshas a convex
cost structureand that our assumptionson demand are met, it is easy to modify our
analysisto show that the unique equilibriumoutcome is the Cournotoutcome computed
by using the sum of the two cost functions.(This requiresthat capacityis costly on the
margin.Otherwise,imperfectequilibriaof all sortsand perfectequilibriaof the sort given
abovewill also appear.)It is notablethat the cost of capacityneed not be veryhighrelative
to productioncost: the only requirementis that it be nonzero on the margin. Thus,
situationswhere "most"of the cost is incurredsubsequentto the realizationof demand
(situationsthat will "look" very Bertrand-like)will still give the Cournot outcome. (A
reasonableconjecture,suggestedto us by many colleagues,is that "noise"in the demand
functionwill changethis dramatically.Confirmationor rejectionof this conjecturemust
awaitanotherpaper.)
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